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In most proximity effect correction schemes, circuit features are assumed to be rectangular.
However, there are many circuit patterns which contain nonrectangular shapes of features such as
circles, circular arcs, polygons, etc. In this article, efficient ways to handle such features for
exposure estimation required in proximity effect correction are proposed. A hierarchical approach,
where a nonrectangular feature is partitioned intocorrection shapesfirst, and then each correction
shape may be further decomposed intoexposure shapesif necessary, is taken in order to develop
efficient and generally applicable schemes. Specifically, for exposure estimation, four schemes
(direct, slicing, hybrid, and coordinate transformationmethods) are described, of which
performances have been analyzed through an extensive simulation.© 2004 American Vacuum

Society.[DOI: 10.1116/1.1824058]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Estimation of exposure contributions from circuit featu
to a point or region is an important computational proce
not only for simulation of exposure distribution in the re
but also for proximity effect correction in e-beam lithog
phy. How shapes of circuit features are represented h
direct effect on computation speed and accuracy. For re
gular features, efficient methods for exposure estimation
ist. For global exposure contributions which are from “fa
away” rectangular features, most methods adopt some
of approximation where only the area(not shape) of a feature
is taken into account since the spatial variation of p
spread function(PSF) is minimal when the distance from t
point of exposure(the origin of PSF) is large.1,2 This ap-
proximation allows fast calculation of global exposure c
tributions without introducing significant errors. Such an
proximation method cannot be employed for calcula
local exposure contributions from “nearby” features si
the PSF varies rapidly in the region close to its origin.
exact pixel-by-pixel convolution method is impractical
cause of its prohibitively long computation time required
to the large number of pixels usually contained in a cir
pattern. An exact method which adopts the concept of cu
lative distribution function(CDF) in computing the local ex
posure forrectangularfeatures and is several orders of m
nitude faster than the point-by-point(spatial or frequenc
domain convolution) method, was developed in t
PYRAMID project.1

However, it is not trivial to handle nonrectangular sha
of features such as circles, circular arcs, general polyg
etc. in exposure estimation and proximity effect correct
Note that the CDF approach is not directly applicable to s
nonrectangular features since it is designed strictly for
angular features.

a)
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In this article, a hierarchical approach to estimating e
sure contributions from nonrectangular features and effi
implementations of the approach for typical nonrectang
shapes, i.e., circles, rotated rectangles, and polygons, a
scribed along with simulation results. In this approac
nonrectangular feature is decomposed through a two-st
erarchical procedure, i.e., first intocorrection shapesand
thenexposure shapesif necessary. This makes the implem
tations systematic and flexible, leading to accurate and
local exposure calculation. Four methods(direct, slicing, hy
brid, andcoordinate transformationmethods) for computing
exposure contributions from exposure shapes are desc
and their performances are compared in terms of acc
and computation speed via simulation.

II. EXPOSURE ESTIMATION

Most proximity effection correction schemes require
posure(electron energy deposited at a pixel) to be estimate
at certain control(or “critical” ) points.3,4 Exposure distribu
tion in a circuit pattern is obtained by the space-invar
linear convolution between an image corresponding to
circuit pattern(dose distribution within the pattern) and the
point spread function(PSF) describing the energy depositi
profile in the resist when a point is exposed. Due to the
number of features, exposure estimation is usually very t
consuming and, therefore, is to be implemented efficient
two-level approach was proposed, which decomposes
sure into two components, local and global exposures1 In
estimation of the global exposure which is due to dis
features, a coarse-grain convolution is employed. For
mating the local exposure which is due to features close
control point, an efficient and exact scheme, referred t
CDF method, was developed for rectangular features. W
the CDF method is orders of magnitude faster than a p
by-pixel convolution, most of the computational load
proximity effect correction is incurred still in local expos
estimation. Hence, in this article, only the local expos

estimation is addressed.

2929/22 (6)/2929/7/$19.00 ©2004 American Vacuum Society
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A. CDF method

A look-up table, or CDF table, is precomputed, wh
contains exposure contribution to the origin from vari
sizes of rectangular features where one(e.g., lower-left) ver-
tex of each rectangle is at the origin. Exploiting the sp
invariant linearity of integration(summation), the exact cal
culation of exposure contribution from a rectangular fea
which is assumed to be assigned a single dose, to a c
point (which is at a certain distance from the feature) can be
completed by two subtractions and one addition using
CDF table(following four table look-ups) in most cases. Th
concept of this CDF convolution method is illustrated in F
1, whereCsk, ld, which is an entry of the CDF table, deno
the exposure contribution(convolution) to the origin (0,0)
from a rectangle of which two(opposite) vertices are at(0,0)
and sk, ld. Note that a point-by-point direct convoluti
would takeOskld time, compared toOs1d time required by
the CDF method. For more detail, refer to Ref. 1.

B. Nonrectangular features

Though most of the proximity effect correction schem
developed so far assume that circuit features are recta
there are many circuit patterns which include nonrectang
features such as circles, polygons, etc.5–7 For example,
photonic band gap(PBG) structure may consist of a 2D arr
of circular features; a horizontal or vertical bus line may
slanted, generating a segment of trapezoidal shape; som

FIG. 1. Illustration of the CDF convolution method:(a) a rectangle whos
convolution value(Conv) at the origin is to be calculated and(b) a graphica
interpretation ofCsk2, l2d−Csk1−1,l2d−Csk2, l1−1d+Csk1−1,l1−1d=Conv.
vice circuit patterns may include shapes like hexagon, octa
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gon, trapezoid, etc. Nonrectangular shapes of circuit fea
considered in this article are circle, rectangles with any
entation, and polygons.

The CDF method for rectangles is not directly applica
to most of nonrectangular features due to the difficult
generating look-up(CDF) tables. Nevertheless, as will
described later, it is possible to build look-up tables
circles and right triangles, i.e., CDFC(CDF for circles) and
CDFT (CDF for triangles) tables(note that the CDF tab
refers to the look-up table for rectangles). By using thes
three look-up tables, exposure contribution from any n
rectangular feature can be calculated without using a p
by-pixel convolution.

III. HIERARCHICAL APPROACH

A hierarchical approach to handling nonrectangular
tures is taken in order to make exposure estimation not
efficient but also applicable to various shapes. A nonre
gular circuit feature is first partitioned, if necessary, intocor-
rection shapeswhere a single dose is to be determined
each correction shape, i.e., dose modification(spatial contro
of dose within each circuit feature) is assumed for proximit
effect correction where correction shape is the “unit of
rection.” Note that a circuit feature itself can be a correc
shape, e.g., a circle may be assigned a single dose.

When exposure contribution from a shape can be c
puted by looking up only one of the three tables(CDF,
CDFC, and CDFT tables), the shape is referred to as a “ba
shape.” There are three basic shapes that are supported
current implementation, i.e., rectangle, circle, and right
angle. When a correction shape is not a basic shape
further decomposed intoexposure shapeswhere each expo
sure shape is a basic shape. In other words, correction
is for dose control to correct proximity effect and expos
shape is for facilitating exposure estimation required in p
imity effect correction. This two-level approach makes ex
sure estimation and proximity effect correction more gen
and efficient for nonrectangular features.

IV. CORRECTION SHAPES

In certain circuit patterns, a nonrectangular feature i
may be a correction shape. That is, a single dose fo
entire feature is to be determined. However, in most cas
feature is partitioned into regions(referred to as correctio
shapes in this article) where a dose is determined for e
region, in order to achieve sufficient spatial control of d
within each feature.8 Dose determination for each region
based on the exposure estimate at the corresponding c
point.

A. Circles

When a circle does not need to be corrected or just n
to be roughly corrected, the circle itself can be a correc
shape. That is, a single dose is determined for the circle
no spatial dose control within the circle. When it is neces

-to control dose spatially within a circle, the circle may be
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partitioned into concentric rings(and a center circle) and a
dose is determined for each ring. In such a case, the co
tion shape of ring is used as shown in Fig. 2(a). When expo
sure varies significantly around a circle, the correction s
of ring may not provide sufficient dose control within
circle for proximity effect correction. Then, each ring may
further divided into arcs as illustrated in Fig. 2(b), where
each ring is partitioned into 4 equal arcs. Hence, for a ci
three correction shapes are considered, i.e., circle, ring
circular arc, where circular arc is not a basic shape.

B. Polygons

Note that a rotated rectangle can be included in the
egory of(convex) polygon and, therefore, it is not conside
separately. It should be clear that a concave polygon ca
decomposed into a set of convex polygons. A polygonal
ture is partitioned into a set of correction shapes, a ce
region, edge regions, and corner regions, where the c
region is a smaller similar polygon, as illustrated in Fig. 3
separate dose is to be determined for each region. Note
corner region is a parallelogram and an edge region
trapezoid. That is, all correction shapes generated fro
polygon(where the number of sides is greater than 4) are no
of basic shape in general. Therefore, each of them nee
be further partitioned into a set of basic exposure shape

In the proposed hierarchical approach, correction sh
that can be generated from partitioning nonrectangular
tures are circle, ring, circular arc, polygon, and rectangl

V. EXPOSURE SHAPES

Each correction shape is associated with a dose and,
a critical point, exposure contribution from the correct
shape to the critical point is to be computed. Four meth
have been considered for calculating exposure contrib
from a nonrectangular correction shape, i.e.,direct, slicing,
hybrid, andcoordinate transformationmethods.

FIG. 3. Correction shapes generated from a polygon where the corner
is a parallelogram, the edge region is a trapezoid, and the center regi

similar polygon.
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A. Direct method

For a nonrectangular correction shape of circle, ring
right triangle, i.e., a basic shape, its exposure contribu
can be computed directly from one of the look-up table

1. Circle and ring

A CDFC table which is computeda priori to store expo
sure contributions from circles with the size and dista
from the critical point varied is utilzed. The CDFC table
two-dimensional(2D) array parameterized by the radius o
circle and the distance from the center of the circle to a p
at which exposure is to be computed, i.e., a critical poin
find exposure contribution from a circle to a critical po
one just needs to read the corresponding entry in the C
table. This table can also be utilized for computing expo
contribution from a ring, which may be derived as the
ference between two circles with different radii. That is,
table look-ups and a subtraction are needed for a ring. C
pared to the slicing method(refer to Sec. V B), the direc
method can reduce computation time for exposure estim
greatly though it requires an additional table(CDFC table)
and is only applicable to certain shapes.

2. Right triangle

A CDFT table stores exposure contributions from r
triangles with the size and distance varied where a righ
angle is oriented such that its two sides, joining at the r
angle vertex, are either horizontal or vertical. The CD
table is a 4D array where two dimensions are used to sp
the coordinates of the right-angle vertex of a triangle in
local coordinate system whose origin is at the critical po
and the other two dimensions for its base and height. G
the coordinates of the right-angle vertex of a(right) triangle,
there can be various sizes of triangles, each of which
have four different orientations. Varying size and differ
orientations are represented by allowing bothpositive and
negative bases and heights. One drawback of using
CDFT table is that the memory requirement is large(com-
pared to other tables) due to the high dimensionality of t
table.

A rectangle can be represented by a linear combinati
other rectangles, which is the fundamental reason wh
CDF table method is so efficient. However, that is not
sible for a circle or right triangle, e.g., a right triangle can
be represented by a linear combination of other right
angles. This makes the CDFC and especially CDFT ta

FIG. 2. Correction shapes for a circle feature:(a) ring, a
circle is divided into concentric rings and a center ci
where a dose is to be determined for each ring an
center circle and(b) arc, each ring may be further d
vided into arcs for an improved spatial control of do

n
a

larger compared to the CDF table.
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B. Slicing method

Any (nonrectangular) shape may be decomposed into t
slices (exposure shapes) such that each slice is a rectang
Then, only the CDF table is needed for exposure estima
That is, this method is generally applicable to any shape
computationally intensive due to the large number of s
generated. The main issue is how to minimize the numb
rectangles resulted from the partitioning(note that the num
ber of rectangles determines computation time require
exposure estimation in this method). A partitioning schem
which minimizes the number of resulting rectangles with
introducing any error is illustrated for the correction shap
circle in Fig. 4(a) and for the correction shape of ring in F
4(b). A circle is divided into the largest square inscribed
four remaining parts that are sliced into one-pixel high
wide rectangles.

C. Hybrid method

In order to minimize the computation time required in
slicing method by reducing the number of exposure sh
generated from a correction shape, a nonrectangular c
tion shape may be decomposed into a set of rectangle
right triangles. For example, a polygon may be decomp
into a set of rectangles and right triangles as illustrate
Fig. 5.

In minimizing the number of exposure shapes espec
when a correction shape is thin, the concept of “nega
triangle” may be adopted, as illustrated in Fig. 6 where t
are 1 rectangle, 4 triangles, and 2 negative triangles g
ated from a rotated rectangle. That is, the middle paral
gram is represented by the bounding rectangle and two
tive triangles. Exposure contribution from a negative trian
is considered to be negative. That is, the exposure con
tion from the parallelogram is derived by subtracting
exposure contributions of the two negative triangles f

FIG. 4. Slicing method:(a) a correction shape of circle is partitioned i
exposure shapes of rectangles(a square and slices) and(b) correction shape
of rings are partitioned into exposure shapes of rectangles.

FIG. 5. Hybrid method: a correction shape of polygon is decomposed

exposure shapes of rectangles and right triangles.

J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 22, No. 6, Nov/Dec 2004
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that of the bounding rectangle. Without using the nega
triangles, a larger number of exposure shapes would be
erated from the parallelogram.

D. Coordinate transformation

A correction shape of rotated rectangle may be gene
from a slanted bus line, a polygon, etc. Given a rotated
angle and a critical point at which exposure contribu
from the rotated rectangle is to be estimated, the local
dinatessx,yd centered at the critical point may be rota
such that the rectangle is not slanted(i.e., horizontally o
vertically oriented) in the new coordinatessx8 ,y8d as illus-
trated in Fig. 7. Then, the CDF table(for rectangles) can be
used to derive the exposure contribution. This method
avoid paritioning the correction shape of a rotated recta
at the expense of coordinate transformation.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Exposure estimation

In Table I, the direct and slicing methods are comp
for the correction shape of circle. At each of the points a
a slanted radial line passing through the center of the c
exposure contribution from the circle is estimated by
direct method sExposuredirectd and is compared to th
sExposureslicingd by the slicing method. Taking the slici
method as a reference, percentage exposure “error” i
fined to be uExposuredirect−Exposureslicingu /Exposureslicing

3100(note that it may be considered as percentage exp
differencesince it is not really an error). In Table I, the maxi

FIG. 6. In the hybrid method, a portion of correction shape may be r
sented by a rectangle andnegativeright triangles.

FIG. 7. Coordinate transformation fromsx,yd to sx8 ,y8d for a rotated rec
angle. Note that the sides of the rectangle are parallel with the new

sx8 ,y8d so that the CDF table can be used.
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mum and average percentage exposure errors are sho
various sizes of circle. The percentage errors are ave
over all points considered. It can be seen that the err
very small, especially for large circles. Also, in the ta
exposure estimation time is compared between the sl
and direct methods. It is clear that the direct method
reduce exposure estimation time greatly. The larger
circles, the larger the reduction.

In Table II, the hybrid and slicing methods are compa
for the correction shape of arc[refer to Fig. 2(b) where the
ring width is 1/5 of the radius]. Note that the direct metho
is not applicable to this case. Percentage exposure
suExposurehybrid−Exposureslicingu /Exposureslicing3100d are
averaged over all points along the radial line. While er
are still small(the average error not greater than 2%), they
are relatively larger compared to the cases where the co
tion shape is circle(refer to Table I). It is mainly due to the
mismatch between each arc and its representation ap
mated by rectangles and right triangles. Also, it is seen
except for small features, the hybrid scheme is significa
faster than the slicing scheme as expected.

For the correction shape of rotated rectangle, the sl
and hybrid methods are compared to the coordinate tran
mation method which is considered to be “accurate.” Tha
the reference for error(in Table III) is the coordinate tran
formation method, not the slicing method. A rectangle of
20315 in pixel(where the pixel size is 5 nm), rotated by the
angleu, is used for performance analysis. The hybrid me
uses the CDFT table of which size grows fast as the m
mum size of right triangle to be covered increases. The

TABLE I. Percentage exposure error and exposure estimation time(100 000
iterations) by the direct method for a circle(correction shape) where pixe
size is 2 nm[the substrate of 1000 nm PMMA on Si(50 keV)]. A Sun Sparc
V9 (450 MHz) was used.

Percentage error(%) Estimation time(s)

Radius(pixel) Maximum Average Direct Slicing

25 1.940 0.205 0.19 1.56
50 1.240 0.115 0.19 2.95
75 1.002 0.075 0.19 4.86
100 1.425 0.093 0.20 6.73
125 0.830 0.054 0.19 8.44
150 0.900 0.057 0.19 10.14

TABLE II. Percentage exposure error and exposure estimation time(100 000
iterations) by the hybrid method for a circle with the correction shape o
where the pixel size is 2 nm[the substrate of 1000 nm PMMA on Si(50
keV)]. A Sun Sparc V9 450 MHz was used.

Percentage error(%) Estimation time(s)

Radius(pixel) Maximum Average Hybrid Slicing

25 1.17 0.31 17.2 6.1
50 2.28 1.56 16.4 12.9
75 4.13 2.03 18.2 20.7
100 1.90 1.24 18.6 29.0
125 2.28 1.11 20.5 37.7
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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of the memory available on a workstation limits the size
the CDFT table and accordingly the size of exposure sh
Exposures at points along the line perpendicular to the w
of the rectangle are estimated for analyzing percentag
posure error and estimation time. The results are provid
Table III.

In Table III, it is seen that the percentage exposure er
relatively large compared to that for circles. One of the
sons is that a(slanted) straight edge is harder to approxim
by discrete pixels than a curved one. Also, the size o
rotated rectangle used is so small that the percentage e
“magnified.” However, the error would be much smaller
larger rectangles. As expected, the hybrid method ach
the shortest exposure estimation time since the numb
exposure shapes generated by the hybrid method is
(among the three methods), especially compared to the sl
ing method which usually generates a large number of
rectangles. While the coordinate transformation metho
quires only one table look-up, the computation required
coordinate transformation involves evaluation of trigonom
ric functions which are much more time-consuming t

FIG. 8. Test circuit pattern of a 2D array of circles where the radius of c
is 50 nm and the gap between adjacent circles is 50 nm. The pixe

TABLE III. Angle dependency of percentage exposure error(compared to th
coordinate transform method) and exposure estimation time(1 000 000 it-
erations) for a rotated rectangle. The pixel size is 5 nm[the substrate o
1000 nm PMMA on Si(50 keV)]. A Sun Sparc V9 450 MHz was used.

Angle su°d tansud

Percentage error(%) Estimation time(s)

Slicing Hybrid
Coord.
trans. Slicing Hybrid

Max Ave Max Ave
75.964 4 8.82 5.87 18.10 13.74 12.18 12.88 5.
63.435 2 11.29 3.00 21.65 2.87 11.99 14.15 6.
45.000 1 10.36 5.62 11.10 6.22 7.93 13.89 4.
36.870 0.75 8.20 4.27 4.20 3.11 7.99 12.87 4.
26.565 0.5 7.13 3.43 10.13 5.89 8.12 12.75 6.
14.036 0.25 6.12 1.79 29.94 13.50 8.11 11.75 5
is 2 nm.
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simple arithmetic operations. The coordinate transforma
method turns out to be still faster than the slicing metho
average, but slower than the hybrid method.

B. Correction

A simple circuit pattern which consists of identical circ
arranged in a square array, shown in Fig. 8, is used to
lyze correction performance. Two correction shapes are
sidered: ring and arc.

Ring: Each circle is decomposed into concentric rings
a dose is to be determined for each ring such that CD(critical
dimension) error is minimized. Two methods for exposu
estimation are considered: slicing and direct methods. I
slicing method, each ring is partitioned into thin rectan
for exposure estimation[refer to Fig. 4(b)]. As discussed i
Sec. V A, in the direct method, exposure contribution fr
each ring is computed by two CDFC table look-ups an
subtraction.

Arc: Each circle is decomposed into rings and a ce
circle, and then each ring into 4 arcs[refer to Fig. 2(b)]. A

FIG. 9. Each arc(correction shape) is decomposed into slices(exposure
shape).

TABLE IV. Correction accuracy and time for circui
(refer to Fig. 8) corrected for the substrate of 10
rectangle, ring, and hybrid, the slicing, direct and
MHz was used.

Circuit Shape

Radius Gap
Correction

shape
Exposure

shape CD er

(nm) (nm) Max

50 50 Ring Rectangle 0.767
Ring 0.767

Arc Rectangle 0.110
Hybrid 0.038

200 Ring Rectangle 0.110
Ring 0.110

Arcs Rectangle 0.110
Hybrid 0.009

100 100 Ring Rectangle 0.444

Ring 0.444
Arc Rectangle 0.110

Hybrid 0.178
200 Ring Rectangle 0.201

Ring 0.201
Arcs Rectangle 0.089

Hybrid 0.158
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 22, No. 6, Nov/Dec 2004
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e

dose is determined for each arc and the center circle, to
mize the CD error. In order to minimize the number of
posure shapes, the arcs and center circle are sliced in
horizontal and vertical directions as illustrated in Fig
Since the direct method for exposure estimation is not a
cable in this case, only the slicing and hybrid methods
compared.

On the boundaries of each circle, 4 critical points are
up (refer to Fig. 10), at which CD errors are evaluated
computing the difference between the ideal and a
(blurred) boundaries. The size of circle and gap between
jacent circles are varied. In Table IV, correction results
summarized, where CD error, “slope”(edge exposure co
trast), and correction time are provided. In terms of cor
tion accuracy, the correction shape of arc leads to a sm
CD error and a higher contrast than the correction sha

FIG. 10. Four critical points are set up for each circle in the test ci
pattern.

erns which consist of circles arranged in a square array
m PMMA on Si(50 keV). For the exposure shapes of
rid methods are used, respectively. A Sun Sparc V9 450

Accuracy Speed

) ContrastsmC/cm2d
Time (s)/
iteration

Number of
iterations

e Min Ave

.183 1.907 1.982 21.19 22
83 1.907 1.982 0.54 22
097 1.850 1.924 7.35 20
16 1.861 1.936 26.65 20
.081 2.298 2.309 22.05 14
81 2.298 2.309 0.55 14
081 2.298 2.309 7.16 23
09 2.266 2.277 26.86 23
.109 1.774 1.810 51.38 16

09 1.774 1.810 0.57 16
085 1.780 1.816 15.70 17
59 1.806 1.842 29.26 17
.093 1.877 1.896 31.37 9
93 1.877 1.896 0.38 9
082 1.894 1.914 10.35 18
52 1.923 1.942 17.70 18
t patt
00 n
hyb

ror(nm

Av

0
0.1
0.

0.0
0

0.0
0.

0.0
0

0.1
0.

0.1
0

0.0
0.

0.1
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ring as expected. The improvement by using arcs is large
a denser circuit pattern. Also, it is seen that there is no
ference in correction accuracy between the exposure s
of rectangle(slicing) and ring (direct) when the correctio
shape is ring. The(average) difference in exposures com
puted by the slicing and direct methods is very smal
shown in Table I, which resulted in the same correctio
this particular circuit pattern by the two methods. Using
exposure shape of ring leads to a much faster correction
using the exposure shape of rectangle when the corre
shape is ring. This is mainly because the slicing method
erates a larger number of exposure shapes(regions) from
each ring while a ring itself is an exposure shape, i.e., a
shape, in the direct method. When the correction sha
arc, correction time is shorter for the slicing method than
the hybrid method. However, for larger circles, it is expec
that the hybrid method would perform better in terms
correction speed.

VII. SUMMARY

In this study, the issue of handling nonrectangular fea
in proximity effect correction is addressed by develop
methods of computing exposure contributions from such
tures “exactly” and analyzing their performance via sim
tion. In the proposed approach, a nonrectangular featu
partitioned intocorrection shapesfor dose control, and eac
correction shape is decomposed intoexposure shapesif it is
not abasicshape(rectangle, circle, ring, and right triangl).
Four methods have been considered for exposure calcul
The direct method is efficient, but applicable only to
basic shapes of features. While the slicing method ca
used for any arbitrary shape of feature, it is usually m
time-consuming than other methods, due to the large nu
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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of slices generated from a nonrectangular feature. The h
method which decomposes a nonrectangular shape into
of rectangles and right triangles is able to reduce the e
sure estimation time significantly compared to the sli
method. However, it requires an additional look-up table
right triangles, which is much larger than the one for r
angles. The coordinate transformation method can be e
tive in computing exposure contribution from a rotated r
angle. All these methods are exact in the sense that the
equivalent to a pixel-by-pixel convolution given a basic
posure shape. The simulation results indicate that the m
ods described in this paper will enable accurate correcti
nonrectangular features without approximation in expo
estimation.
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